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About This Content

New mounts, "Black Shadow," "Silver Coat," "Ghost" and "Iron Coat," will become available for use in battle.

How to use: Select "Mount" under "Preparations" at the pre-battle screen, and equip the new mount.

* The images are from an in-development build and may differ from the final version
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Title: SW4-II - Horse Set
Genre: Action
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® Vista, Windows® 7, Windows® 8, Windows® 8.1

Processor: Core2 DUO 2.4GHz or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 640*480 pixel over, High Color

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 11 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c over

English,Japanese
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s Fun

Very, Very ♥♥♥♥ing Fun. So Monster Energy Supercross 2, Milestones newest Game.
I have seen many different reviews. Some say its good some say its not.
Having played every Milestone Motocross game since M.U.D, i love how milestone improved their game over the past years.
The MXGP ries had a very good development over the years (except for MXGP Pro) and also the SUpercross series improved .
Many people say the bike corners like a boat. But after playing for a while an dupgrading your bike and improve your skill
cornering is as easy as starting up your PC. Also change to Pro physics and turn off linked brakes. it will help you improve in
cornes. also the physics are much better here than in PRO. The game overall is more fun to play. The Multiplayer is also fun to
play. The Track editor also added some cool new feauters which are more or less usefull. Only complain are the fake ruts but
the bike as i said corners very well.
9/10 for Milestone !. frustation,,,,,. nothing about this is fun, no good gore, no good sound effects. not even close to done.. I've
played about 90 minutes so far, and it's fun for what it is. It's not a full RPG like 9th Dawn, so if you go in to it expecting that,
you will be disappointed. It's more of an exploration-based, twin-stick shooter dungeon crawler. I assume it works with the
mouse also but I've only used a controller.

There doesn't appear to be any text anywhere in the game. No one speaks to you and there are no text descriptions of items; just
icons and numbers. This was a little confusing at first and I'm still not sure I understand all of them.

There seems to be quite a lot of dungeons, caves and other areas to explore. The world map is quite large. I do wish there was a
little more direction on what I'm supposed to be doing. There is a flashing icon on the map, which I assume to be the main goal.
I'm just wandering around, exploring things and getting levels and upgrades. I'm finding several locked gates that I can't yet
figure out how to unlock. I have no idea how long it will take to finish, but I feel as though I've barely scratched the surface so
far.

There is 1 weapon slot and 4 "ring" slots that apprently will take more than just rings. Almost everything I pick up seems to have
some type of stat on it and can go in one of the ring slots. I think I have scorpion claws in two of the slots at the moment that
raise my attack rating.

Overall, I think it was worth the low price of 4 bucks.. Fun little "old-shool platformer", definitely worth 1€ it's selling for at
the moment. I'll update the review when I play some more levels, but so far it seems well executed and bug-free.. All the similar
programs that I tried created a cursor offset issue which made them unusable. This program doesn’t have that problem at all, so I
am really happy with my purchase. I can finally upscale old PC games with a razor-sharp nearest neighbor interpolation instead
of the blurry mess of the default full screen mode. Greatly recommended for any retro gamer.. would be great if it didnt crash
every time i open it before it gets through the logos. Awesome game
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I LOVE the music, this is the perfect game to play high!

EDIT: Sadly this game is very buggy and the developers seems to have abandoned this game so I can no longer recomendit it..
It's a great game it requires a lot of thinking sometime when in a staelmate similar to the real war and also apparently the Dev
are back and are continuing the mod so far they made some announcement and I can't wait once they add the French faction so
do not worry perople. THE MOD IS STILL ALIVE! :D. This is an enjoyable SHMUP. Your time is split between dispersing
enemies and collecting lumergy to open the gate to the next level. 100 levels in total with an increase in difficulty loop occuring
past level 50. The large ship selection is nice and the powerup system works well. Vortex Attack is not a bullet hell per say but
still EXTREMELY frantic with all that's occuring on screen. Imagine Galaga's crack baby figeting in the womb and you have
Vortex Attack.

If I had one major gripe for Vortex Attack it would be the boss battles. They are uninspired and boring. The shooting in
between is great fun though and highly addicting. The entire game is still just missing "something" though. Needs a little more
umph perhaps? Check out Roche Fusion as well for a game roughly in this same category but a little more fleshed out. VA is
still a thumbs up though.. i found this game to be okay it has quite a bit to work out such as the ai wich right now is insaine by
the time i got my first habitat done and destroyed my first enemey space station i was swarmed by nanobot clouds so yea please
fix the ai and the fact that forsome reason i was flying and then i got stoped bt norhing but all in all it looks like its goign to be a
really amazing game.. Released an unfinished game then abandoned it for a new project. Alex Thomas is a name to watch out
for (and avoid). This is the first PC game I've played. Hoever I didn't clean all the levels at that time.
Than I lost my CD so it's super cool to get it again via Steam !!!!. It's short, it's very short, but what is available to play right now
is still quite a lot of fun. For an unfinished game, it's still quite nice, plays well, easy controls, and a bit of fun. There's also a
sandbox mode once you finish the campaign to just mess around in.

Edit, so I'm an idiot. There is a lot more to the campaign than I realized. It's still short, but it's longer than I thought it was, by
about 4 times.. nice game i will come back with full review.. it's a good game, just treat it as the last chapter of the normal
arcania.
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